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Abstract
In response to the escalating global refugee crisis, we present a case-study of developing an advanced tool for interpreting
high-dimensional refugee data. Developed using Mapbox and D3.js, our interactive visualisation harmonises geographical
and temporal dimensions of U.S. refugee data from the State Department’s Refugee Processing Center. Our modular approach
and robust data preprocessing enable seamless interactions among diverse visual components. The result is a narrative-driven
visualisation that reveals broad immigration trends and individual refugee movements, fostering a nuanced and empathetic
understanding of refugee dynamics. This work highlights the power of narrative visualisations in shaping policy decisions and
promoting global discourse on the refugee crisis, marking a significant leap in data visualisation for refugee and immigration
challenges.

CCS Concepts
• Human-centered computing → Visualization design and evaluation methods; Visualization toolkits; Visual analytics;

1. Introduction

Amidst the intensifying global refugee crisis, an urgent need for
nuanced analytical strategies emerges. The UNHCR’s alarming re-
port indicates that by the end of 2022, a staggering 82.4 million
people had been forcibly displaced, with 26.4 million designated
as refugees. Alarmingly, over half of these refugees are children
under 18. The sheer magnitude of this predicament underscores the
urgency of well-informed and timely interventions. Traditional data
representation struggles to convey the intricate dynamics of this
crisis, defined by its temporal shifts, demographic nuances, and di-
verse socioeconomic elements. Our study melds data visualisation
with narrative, through which we aim not merely to enumerate the
refugee statistics but to contextualise them offering a holistic un-
derstanding of refugee movements, particularly focusing on U.S.
immigration.

We contribute a blend of interactivity, temporal granularity, and
narratology. Our approach reiterates the crucial role of advanced
data visualisation in shaping informed discussions and policies re-
garding the escalating refugee crisis.
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2. Related Work

Data visualisation researchers have persistently grappled with in-
terpreting immigration patterns, given the intricate web of hu-
man movement dynamics. Several studies (e.g., [SH10; HD11;
WaCP*15]) highlight the pivotal role that visual narratives have in
creating engaging storytelling systems. Modern breakthroughs cel-
ebrate the power of interactive data mapping [HB03; BOH11] by
empowering users to seamlessly decipher temporal and geographic
intricacies. Much previous research (e.g.,[Cen17; Ins20]), how-
ever, focus on static visuals and demographic tables while inadver-
tently sidelining the narrative element. Meanwhile, efforts such as
the Atlas [Fiv18] depict the potential of sophisticated visualisation
in scrutinising multifaceted issues, although they veer away from
immigration. While, narrative and explanatory visualisations can
help people understand intricacies of laws and policies [RBSN22].
Some initiatives, e.g., from the United Nations [fRef21], have en-
deavoured to bridge visual storytelling with dynamic immigration
data exploration. Yet, they occasionally miss out on offering a
holistic narrative or a temporal analysis. Our project adeptly fills
this gap, synergising state-of-the-art visualisation tools, like Map-
box and D3.js, with a structured narrative. We aim to provide an
intricate yet lucid panorama of refugee trends, spotlighting the tem-
poral influences of pivotal geopolitical events on migration trajec-
tories. In this paper we focus on our methodology, which encom-
passed a diverse data landscape, specialised tools, technical design,
implementation and evaluation [Mun14].
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3. Developing the narrative framework

We develop our narrative by several detailed processes: data-
analysis, design, implementation and evaluation.

Data Collection: Our foremost task involved collecting a robust
dataset from the U.S. Department of State’s Refugee Processing
Center [US 22]. This dataset, spanning the late 20th century to the
present, offers insights into refugee demographics and migration
patterns within the U.S. To enhance utility, data preprocessing such
as cleaning was essential, ensuring accuracy and relevance whilst
also safeguarding privacy standards [CY22].

Technical Design: Following the Five Design-Sheets (FdS)
methodology [RHR16], our technical design phase was iterative,
commencing with a treemap representation of migration patterns
(Figure 1). Feedback, from using the questions from the Critical
Design Survey (CDS) [RAOR23], indicated that these visualisa-
tions did not comprehensively explain the narrative. Thus, we amal-
gamated earlier brainstormed concepts: a geographic map and a
circle plot (Figure 2). This meshed approach, applying the Gestalt
principle of similarity, improved user comprehension [EF12]. We
also refined interactions, ensuring users could access detailed data
effortlessly, enhancing overall engagement.

Figure 1: Initial treemap proposal; sketch from our design study.

Implementation: Using a modular approach was adopted for cod-
ing, ensuring component-level independence yet preserving syn-
ergy [LWW*14], and usable interactive visualisations [TKI00]. We
deployed Mapbox for our dynamic maps, see Figure 3, supported
by the powerful D3.js for crafting our visualisation’s interactivity
[Map23; BOH11; Bos15]. These tools, mainly D3.js’s json func-
tion, proved instrumental in our visual narrative’s creation [FM11].

Evaluation: A continuous evaluation was vital. We employed re-
flective design using the Critical Design Sheet (CDS) question-
naire [RAOR23] and the Five Design Sheet (FdS) [RHR16] design-
methodology ensuring design efficiency, narrative coherence, and
fostering a storytelling ethos [SH10].

Figure 2: Idea sketches from our design study; with bubble plot.

Figure 3: One of the narrative visualisations, using Mapbox.

4. Implications, Future Directions, and Conclusion

Our project [Ogb23] married narrative storytelling with immigra-
tion patterns, presenting a transformative platform for comprehend-
ing intricate sociopolitical data. Such narrative-driven presenta-
tions breathe life into impersonal datasets, fostering user empathy
[LWW*14]. This innovative approach holds promise for a more
comprehensive application, especially in domains like social sci-
ences and public health. Transforming datasets into engaging nar-
ratives can encourage more profound and empathetic user interac-
tions [TKI00]. Future advancements include leveraging user feed-
back for interface enhancement and integrating diverse datasets for
broader global narratives. Exploring advanced visualisation tools
might refine our story-telling prowess.

Our journey underscored, first, the necessity of meticulous data
understanding, particularly during the collection and preprocessing
phases. Second, it was crucial to discern the inherent story. Our
emphasis rested on portraying the humanistic and complex essence
of U.S. refugee movements [HHE07]. The design choices encom-
passing our core visualisation required balancing the density of dis-
played information, interaction, to develop an engaging narrative
visualisation.
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